Literal Listening

Description:
This course is designed to amplify students comprehension on some types of simple English discourses in everyday situations. The students gradually listen to words, phrases, sentences, short dialogues, and short stories in English from daily activities. The present course will cover four type of texts to listen to for students receptive skill development, such as functional, descriptive, narrative and recount text. These materials are designed to build and refine listening skills learned in pre-intermediate level in various topics, both in General English, or English for Specific Purposes.

Material:
1. Topics of small talk and question-response to small talk
2. Kinds of part-time jobs and what I like and dislike about part-time jobs
3. Description of people’s characters including how people change
4. Friendship (Qualities of friendship, social invitations and refusing invitations
5. Kinds of phone messages and correcting the phone messages
6. Vacation Plans (kinds of vacation preference, place to visit for vacation and things to do during vacation)
7. Kinds of TV programs and opinions about TV programs
8. Special Days (kinds of special days and events, how people celebrate their birthday and how people like/ dislike about special days)
9. Cooking (making different kinds of food, making crepes and meals in different countries)
10. Fashion from the past, how people change their look and description about fashion, price, material, and where it made.
11. Famous cities in the world, what people like and dislike about a city, people’s experience in different cities
12. Description of good business and most important thing to run business successfully
13. Travel Tips (useful travel tips for traveler and things to do for traveler
14. Conversation with a new neighbor and terms about neighborhood/ social life